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Working at Co-op

Abigail and Eden, from the ‘Work Skills’ group, have started their work placement at Co-op.
Both learners have been working very hard, developing skills and building their
confidence.
Abigail and Eden have so far learnt how to accept and organise delivery, restock
products and assist customers on shop floor.
Staff at Co-op have praised their positive work ethics and willingness to try new
challenges, both representing the college amazingly!

Holocaust Display
To mark Holocaust international Memorial Day on Thursday, 27th January 2022, we created a large flame of remembrance and reflection. Light is used in many cultures
to symbolise hope; and candles have been used at many
different celebrations both joyful and solemn. Learners and
staff within Inclusive Learning worked collaboratively to create the piece of reflective
art. The purpose of the project was to give time and
space to allow time to remember the impact and
change that the pandemic
has brought to everyone.
Each member of Inclusive
Learning was encouraged
to draw around their own
handprint and record the
name of somebody or
something precious in our
lives that was changed and
impacted due to the pandemic. The project also
gave Inclusive Learning as
a community time to reflect
over the kindness and spirit
that has been built. The reflective activity allowed for the
creation of a display that combined each individual flame
into a large flame showing that not one person has been
untouched; and together we can remember.

Selling Enterprise Products at Open Events and Careers Fairs
As part of the student’s curriculum they engage in a business Enterprise course which
combines learner’s creative flair with professional business techniques. Throughout their
lessons students are able to develop these
skills which they can apply to their learning,
future life and work.
As well as being able to explore these skills
within lessons students are also given the opportunity to work within the wider college
community such as open events and careers
fairs. During a recent open event a number of
learners helped out selling the enterprise
products they produced items linked to up
coming holidays such as Valentine’s Day and
Easter events.

Employability Talk
Learners within the department had a fantastic talk from
Conrad Souza who is head chef at the Hilton Hotel Restaurant in London. He spoke to the learners about his own personal journey to where he is now, including time he spent
working with Gordan Ramsey. He also spoke about the skills
and qualities that he looks for in employees.

Learners enjoyed the talk and look forward to more employability related talks which can help with their own personal
journey to employment and beyond.

Blitz and Sparkle
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Blitz and Sparkle is an enterprise project based within the
college with the intent to enable learners to transfer and
use the skills developed within the Independent Living Flat
to complete
routine
tasks within
a work environment.
Learners
this term
have had
the opportunity to develop news
skills
through initially cleaning classrooms and have become much more confident
with listening and responding to given instructions; and selecting the appropriate cleaning product and equipment for
the task. Also we have begun to commence our first paid
work which has included cleaning D105 and the Principal’s
office. Recent feedback has included: “Thank you for the
absolutely amazing job you all did yesterday. It was the
best that room has been cleaned in a very long time!” The
learners are enthlasis and are thriving through having the
chance to put their skills into practice with meaningful work
related learning opportunties. Blitz and Sparkle are eager
to engage clients college wide, if you are interested in having your work environment cleaned for a competitive rate;
please email: Bitz.Sparkle@shc.ac.uk

